This book deals with the crucial relationship between war and state formation in early modern Europe by considering the role of the Duchy of Savoy and the rise of this hitherto weak state into one of the regular members of the anti-French coalitions of the eighteenth century.

Through his participation in the Nine Years War (1688–1697) and the War of the Spanish Succession (1701–1714), Victor Amadeus II, duke of Savoy, acquired a reputation for unrivalled ‘Machiavellian’ double-dealing on the international stage. The book puts this diplomacy in context, both to justify the duke’s diplomacy and to rehabilitate his reputation. It also charts the process of administrative change necessitated by war – considering how the duke raised men and money (at home and abroad), the administrative changes forced by war, the resulting domestic pressures, and how these were dealt with – while emphasising the continuing importance of traditional structures. In contrast to previous histories, the book explores for the first time the way in which war could provoke opposition to ducal policy and also how it could generate new bonds and an unusual version of state nationalism. There is also a re-evaluation of the role of the nobility in the Savoyard state, which argues that they were as much collaborators with as victims of ducal absolutism.
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